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Some 63,000 U.S. jobs went poof last month, evidence that this "is it or isn't it" recession is 
growing increasingly painful. That's the fastest single-month loss of jobs in five years. It virtually 
assures that the country's January unemployment rate of 5.4 percent will go up further before it 
goes down.

Kern County's January unemployment rate of 9.9 percent is almost double the national figure.

Good thing we have federally funded agencies like Employers' Training Resource to coach 
job-seekers and pair them with companies looking for prepared workers. 

Ah, but in an especially egregious case of bad timing, federal budget cuts are forcing the county 
career center to close one of its three offices.

Yes, just as rising U.S. unemployment reaches a troubling new level, a valuable local tool of 
economy vitality -- ETR -- loses a limb. It's a tortured irony.

Little wonder that, with economic dominoes like these beginning to tumble, workers across the 
nation are becoming more discouraged. Fewer unemployed Americans searched for work in 
February, even as the size of the nation's overall work force dropped.

It's most bleak in the construction industry, where 28 percent of companies expect job growth and
13 percent anticipate cuts. Those figures are worse than they were a year ago at this time, when 
36 percent expected to be hiring and 7 percent foresaw a downturn.

Nothing like an agency like ETR facing a scale-back to further erode any sense of hope among 
local out-of-work people.

The agency, funded through the federal Workforce Investment Act, has seen its share cut back 
from $42 million in 2001 to $18.2 million in 2007-08 to an anticipated $15.1 million in 2008-2009 
-- a 17 percent cut from this year to next. 

There's no more fat to cut, says director Verna Lewis. ETR is now forced to cut bone.

So, ETR's southwest Bakersfield office will have to go. That office, the Career Services Center at 
5121 Stockdale Highway, is expected to close by March 20. ETR will try to service its entire 
clientele base from its two other offices -- Westchester (2001 28th St.) and southeast Bakersfield 
(1600 E. Belle Terrace). The closure will present challenges for job-seekers who live in the 
southwest and lack transportation.

ETR probably made the right decision as to which office to close. The southeast office is in a 
higher-poverty area, and the two remaining offices can better accommodate transferring staff, 
increased parking demand and other new constraints, than the office on Stockdale.

But it still pains us to see the troubled national economy hindering local efforts to combat 
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unemployment -- an economic indicator that happens to be one of the most grievous symptoms of
the downturn.

Makes you wonder what the Bush administration is thinking. We're being economically 
"stimulated" with $600 checks so we can buy Japanese-made television sets, while displaced U.S. 
workers are reaching the end of their unemployment benefits, and federal funding for programs to
help them retrain and find new jobs is being cut.

Low-wage earners are collecting unemployment benefits much less frequently than higher earning 
workers. Those who leave work to take care of sick family members are frequently unable to 
qualify for benefits. And out-of-work folks are having a tougher time getting rehired, leaving them
to exhaust their benefits.

President Bush was surprised when a reporter recently told him Americans may soon pay $4 per 
gallon for gas. Maybe someone now needs to tell him that a growing number of Americans are
unemployed and families are suffering.
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